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CHECKLIST FOR LINKEDIN 

JS101 - Job Search 101 Houston 

PROFILE ELEMENTS Check 
*All Star completion (40x more likely to be found)  
*Picture (professional, close-up, nice facial/smile, plain background, good lighting)  
Repeat Key words in targeted places of the profile -- tagcrowd.com, 
jobscan.co, onetonline.org, theprofessional.me (gap analysis demo) 

 

Headline/Title reflecting what you aim for  
Industry  
Customize Public Profile & URL - click link on the right side of profile  
*Current Position (interim -- if separated from past company  >3 months)  
*Add in Past work positions (should have 2)  
*Add in education, certifications, courses, etc….  
*Customize and create endorsements (Skills & Endorsements)  
  
*SUMMARY  
Make sure to include most important info in first 2 sentences  
Personal summary – connect with people - spell out value/passion  
Chunk your information - sandwich format (utilize bullets, white lines with returns, 
and pipeline “|”, periods, special symbols or commas to separate data) 

 

Optional: Include Common Misspellings of your name  
Optional: Contact information  
  
PRIVACY AND SETTINGS  
All email addresses you use  
-->Turn on your Job Signal<--  
Go through all Communications tabs to set your preference  
Hide “viewers of this profile also viewed” as you are in search mode  
  
OTHERS  
+100 contacts  
Join the Job Search 101 Group  
Profile Metrics  
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ADDITIONAL NOTES 
 
Headline should be enriched with keywords. This is the first and highest rank for matching , use it to 
the fullest. Can avoid text limit by editing on the mobile app - also can bring in symbols. 
 
How to craft a headline: Build with 3 elements: General Title + value & solution + Area of Expertise 

○ Examples: 
■ Sr. Mechanical Engineering Manager | Electronic Packaging | Solid 

Modeling | Thermal Simulation | Pro-E | Problem Solver 
■ Finance Project Management with focus in  Revenue and Cost 

Analysis and Expertise in Non-Profit and Broadcast 
 
Create a Current Interim position - If you do not have a current position listed on LinkedIn your profile 
completion status goes down. You need a high completion status to be ranked higher in job searches. 
Can choose to make it heavy on job seeking or not depending on your preference. 

■ Quality Engineer  
Manager seeking new opportunities<-- job title 

■ Quality Control Manager in transition<---- company name 
■ 2017 – Present  Houston / Austin - Texas 

■ Networking as a member of ECHMA (East County Manufacturing 
Association) 

■ Active Participant of Houston Oil & Gas LinkedIn Group 
■ Conducting research in latest drilling trends via Oil and Gas Journal, 

Offshore Producers, and Engineering(slideshares)     
 
Summary - Should be clear & direct. Proper formatting will go a long way to help 
carry the impact of your message. Consider using the “sandwich” format: 
 
Paragraphs (2-3 sent each) that spell out one or more of the following: You 
passion, How you systematically succeed at what you do every time, Your 
experience, Your top skills, What makes you different or unique. 
 

● Bullets that will need to be copy and pasted from Word or elsewhere. 
● Bullets should be short and speak to the hiring manager. 
● Bullet set should be 3-5 in each. If you have more, make a new set.  
● Be consistent with periods at the end and formatting 

 
Keyword Cloud | Should | Have | all | your | searchable | terms | even | if | they | 
are | not | in | other | parts | of | your | profile | such | as | things | you | did | in | the 
| past. | This | speaks | to | recruiters. 
 
Optional: contact info 
Optional: common misspellings of your name or other names you go by 


